This work presents a framework for the automatic construction of large Web corpora classified by readability level. We compare different Machine Learning classifiers for the task of readability assessment focusing on Portuguese and English texts, analysing the impact of variables like the feature inventory used in the resulting corpus. In a comparison between shallow and deeper features, the former already produce F-measures of over 0.75 for Portuguese texts, but the use of additional features results in even better results, in most cases. For English, shallow features also perform well as do classic readability formulas. Comparing different classifiers for the task, logistic regression obtained, in general, the best results, but with considerable differences between the results for two and those for three-classes, especially regarding the intermediary class. Given the large scale of the resulting corpus, for evaluation we adopt the agreement between different classifiers as an indication of readability assessment certainty. As a result of this work, a large corpus for Brazilian Portuguese was built 1 , including 1.7 million documents and about 1.6 billion tokens, already parsed and annotated with 134 different textual attributes, along with the agreement among the various classifiers.
Introduction
Text readability assessment refers to measuring how easy it is for a reader to read and understand a given text. In this context methods for automatic readability assessment have received considerable attention from the research community (DuBay, 2004) . The task of attributing a readability level to a text has a wide range of applications, including support for student reading material selection (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2009) or help for clinical patients (Feng et al., 2009) . It can also be used for ensuring that instructions and policies are written in an easily comprehensible way even for readers with low education (McClure, 1987) . It can also contribute to the task of text simplification, evaluating the obtained version to indicate if further simplification is needed . Recently, authors such as Petersen and Ostendorf (2009), Vajjala and Meurers (2014) and have started treating this task as one of text classification, using corpora manually annotated with readability classifications to train automatic learning models, based on a large set of text metrics, including deeper features, for example derived from n-gram language models and parse trees. However, an important limitation to this approach is the small availability of reliably annotated train data. Moreover, this task is known to be very subjective, and even human annotators present a high disagreement rate in their evaluations (Petersen and Ostendorf, 2009) .
In this work, we aim to develop large corpora classified by readability levels. To achieve this objective we present a study of different Machine Learning approaches to the task of readability assessment of texts, focusing on Portuguese, and apply the relatively recent concept of building corpora from the Web (Bernardini et al., 2006) to automatically generate large corpora classified by readability levels. For that, we follow the framework proposed by Wagner Filho et al. (2016) , where a readability classifier was incorporated into a crawler, but changing the classifier position in the pipeline so that we can work with both low and high-cost complexity features. We also experiment with learning models trained on several different reference corpora, in both Portuguese and English, and investigate the relevance of the agreement between them.
We focus our study on two hypothesis: (H1) a learning model trained in a reference annotated corpus is able to classify a new corpus so that its classes present significant linguistic differences and (H2) the use of syntactic attributes contributes to a better classification. As a result of this work, a new Portuguese corpus of around 1.6 billion tokens was built and annotated with four different readability classifiers. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some relevant work in the literature and, in Section 3, we present our materials and methods, especially our training data, features and classification algorithms and our Web corpus collection framework. In Section 4, we apply our methodology and validate our hypothesis trough a series of experiments. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions and ideas for future work.
Related Work
Some traditional works in readability classification include, for example, Flesch and others (1946) , Dale and Chall (1948) , Gunning (1952) , which were based in shallow textual measures. A very known example, the Flesch Reading Ease index (Flesch and others, 1946) , uses the number of syllables per word and words per sentence to determine lexical and syntactic complexity. For Portuguese, Martins et al. (1996) adapted the Flesch Reading Ease index to account for language differences, andÉrica Sapgnolo and Finatto (2014) analysed Brazilian news texts to generate lists of simple words.
The classical readability measures have been criticized for applying a superficial analysis of textual characteristics, ignoring, for example, that larger sentences may be clearer and more explicative than a smaller equivalent (Williams, 2004) . These formulas are not able to capture several elements of cohesion and textual difficulty, according to McNamara et al. (2002) , who also point that these tools force editors to modify the text to increase the calculated readability, but actually reducing cohesion. Recent studies tried to apply automatic approaches that better approximate the complexity of a text, for example using n-gram language models to identify reading ease. Petersen and Ostendorf (2009) trained Support Vector Machines using a corpus created from an educational newspaper, Weekly Reader, with different versions for four different grade levels, completed with articles for adults from the Associated Press. They worked with lexical and syntactic features and also with traditional formulas. Investigating the contribution of syntactic features, it was observed that they were not good enough separately, but contributed to the general performance. Complementarily, Vajjala and Meurers (2014) applied 152 lexical and syntactic attributes to classify a corpus of subtitles from different BBC channels for children and adults, also using SVMs. The most predictive attribute was shown to be the age of acquisition. Similar approaches were applied in multiple other languages, including Italian (Dell'Orletta et al., 2011) , German (Hancke et al., 2012) and Basque (Gonzalez-Dios et al., 2014) . In Portuguese, Scarton and Aluísio (2010) classified articles for children and adults from local newspapers, using a SVM trained on 48 psycholinguistic features and obtaining an F-measure of 0.944.
Wagner Filho et al. (2016) proposed a framework to take advantage of the increasing availability of language content in the Web to create large repositories of text suitable for different reading levels, incorporating a readability classifier to a pipeline similar to the one used by Baroni et al. (2009) to build a series of large Web corpora, such as the ukWaC (Baroni et al., 2009) , composed by 1.91 billion tokens and 3.8 million types. This pipeline is composed by four steps: (1) identification of an appropriate set of seed URLs, (2) post crawling cleaning, (3) detection and removal of near duplicate content and (4) annotation. Considering the large corpora size made possible by these approaches and the current limitations in readability assessment, in this paper, we build on these works, experimenting with different training corpora in both English and Portuguese, and applying the resultant learning models to a large collection of documents obtained from the Web.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we describe the series of resources and the methodology that were applied to achieve our objective of developing large corpora classified by readability levels. Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 present, respectively, our corpora, classification models and readability features, while Section 3.4 presents the proposed Web corpora collection framework.
Corpora
We selected a series of corpora (described in Table 1 ) to represent different levels of readability. Aiming to avoid language specific readability issues, we explored corpora for both Portuguese (Wikilivros, ESOC, PSFL, ZH, BrEscola) and English (Wikibooks, SW, BB). Wikilivros (Elementary School, High School and College levels) was constructed in Wagner Filho et al. (2016) . TheÉ Só o Começo (ESOC) corpus contrasts classic literature works in Portuguese with adapted versions for modern language use. Para o Seu Filho Ler (PSFL) e Zero Hora (ZH), corpora of news articles, were constructed by , the former comparing articles for children with articles for adults, and the latter comparing original articles for adults with two different levels of simplification (natural and strong). Brasil Escola (BrEscola), a corpus of educational materials for children and teenagers, Wikibooks, a corpus of virtual books for readers of different proficiency levels (Beginner, Intermediary, Advanced and Professional), and Britannica Biographies (BB), a corpus of biographies with versions in three different readability levels (Elementary, Medium and High), were collected especially for this study, crawling different sections of the websites of the same names 2 . The Simple Wikipedia (SW) corpus was compiled by Coster and Kauchak (2011) , pairing articles from the English and Simple English versions of Wikipedia 3 .
In the case of the corpora Wikilivros, ZH, Wikibooks and BB, which consider more than two readability levels, tests were also done with adapted binary versions, in order to verify the impact of the number of classes in the classifier performance. For that, in Wikilivros and BB, the most simple and most difficult levels were selected. In ZH, we used the original and the natural simplification class, since the strong simplification was exaggerated for our classification purposes, and, in Wikibooks, we discarded the Beginner class, which was too small, and grouped the Advanced and Professional classes.
Language Corpus
Classes 
Classification models
We worked with the Weka Machine Learning tool (Hall et al., 2009) for generating classification models, especially with its implementations SMO, from the Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm for SVM training (Platt, 1998) , SimpleLogistic, for construction of linear logistic regression models (Landwehr et al., 2005) , DecisionStump, for the one level decision tree (Iba and Langley, 1992) , and RandomForest, for construction of a forest of decision trees (Breiman, 2001 ). All models performances were evaluated using F-measure and 10 fold cross-validation. These models represent a variety of approaches to text classification, and also allow us to evaluate any possible algorithm bias in the task.
Readability features
Given our intention of assessing the contribution of different categories of language features, a large set of 134 different language attributes for Portuguese and 89 for English was selected. From basic counts, we worked with numbers of sentences, words, syllables, letters and types. We also calculated the average number of words per sentence (WPS), syllables per word (SPW) and the Type-Token Ratio, a measure of lexical diversity. The average and standard deviation of letters per word (AWL) were also used, based on the hypothesis that more complex texts are more prone to present larger words, given the more frequent presence of prefixes and suffixes, which aggregate new meaning to words. From classical readability metrics, we used the Flesch Reading Ease (English and Portuguese versions) (Flesch and others, 1946; Martins et al., 1996) , the Coleman-Liau Index (Coleman and Liau, 1975) , the Flesch Grade Level, the Automated Readability Index (Senter and Smith, 1967) , Fog (Gunning, 1952) , SMOG (Mc Laughlin, 1969) and, for English, the Dale-Chall Formula (Dale and Chall, 1948) as well. 4 In order to account for word ambiguity, a metric based on the hypothesis that more commonly used words, and therefore easier to understand (Vajjala and Meurers, 2014) , tend to present multiple meanings in a language, we used the average number of senses from BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010) , for Portuguese, and WordNet (Miller, 1995) , for English. Moreover, following Si and Callan (2001) , we worked with the average frequency in a general corpus (AFGC) and standard deviation as frequency measures, based on the hypothesis that words with higher frequencies in a general corpus tend to be more knownand, therefore, included in more levels of texts, while rarer words are more inclined to be restricted to more complex levels.
We also worked with a series of closed word lists to count word classes (stopwords, prepositions, articles, pronouns, personal and possessive pronouns (PP), conjunctions and functional words), particles ("e", "ou" and "se", in Portuguese, and their respective equivalents in English "and", "or" and "if ") (McNamara et al., 2002) and simple words. For this last category, we used the lists DG and CB 5 , DG+CB, CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000) and the concatenation of all, in Portuguese. In English, we used the lists Oxford 3000, Dale-Chall (Dale and Chall, 1948) , CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000) and once again the concatenation of all of them. Simple word lists are a traditional resource in text difficulty assessment, having been notably used by Dale and Chall (1948) and also by Petersen and Ostendorf (2009), who used lists of frequent words in the lower class for a similar purpose. Finally, the incidence of unknown words (Unknown) 6 was used as a indicative of rarer, more complex vocabulary, possibly domain-specific.
Finally, we worked with counts based based in syntactic analysis, including part of speeches (18 for Portuguese and 20 for English) and dependency tags (72 for Portuguese and 27 for English), besides 7 measures of verb analysis, including verb transitivity, passive voice, average number of modifiers and average sub-categorization frame length. In Portuguese, we also analysed the incidence of verbs in the imperative mood. All these counts are frequently used as indicators of syntactic complexity, according to the online tool Coh-Metrix (McNamara et al., 2002) . The parsers Palavras (Bick, 2000) and Rasp (Briscoe et al., 2006) were used to obtain these features for Portuguese and English, respectively.
Since we want to assess the contribution of different feature categories, a few specific groups were defined. The selected groups were: sub-categorization (transitivity, average number of modifiers, average sub-categorization frame length), classical readability formulas, descriptors (counts of sentences, words, syllables, letters and types and TTR) and corpora-based (incidence of unknown words, average frequency in a general corpus, lists of simple words). Moreover, we also divided our complete feature sets in three categories according to their computational costs: shallow (counts and lists), medium (part-of-speech tagging dependent) and deep (parsing or WordNet dependent).
Web corpora collection framework
In order to build a large corpus from Web content, we followed the pipeline approach from Bernardini et al. (2006) , incorporating a readability classifier as in Wagner Filho et al. (2016) . We followed the approach from Boos et al. (2014) , submitting pairs of words with medium frequency in a general corpus to a search engine API, and obtaining the ten first results for each query. These results were then expanded collecting all the links contained in them as well. For the collection, cleaning and near duplicate content removal phases, we used the implementation provided by Ziai and Ott (2005) , with some adaptations, such as the adoption of a more efficient text cleaning tool, jusText (Pomikálek, 2013) . The Palavras (Bick, 2000) parser was used to enrich the corpus with syntactic annotation.
Experiments
In this section we present a comparison of different features categories (Section 4.1); evaluation of classification models (Section 4.2); and assess the generalisation of these models (Section 4.3). Finally, in Section 4.4, we create an large corpus of Web content, which we classify with our models in Section 4.5.
Feature analysis
In order to determine the most relevant features and also observe the effect of varying the training data used in our models, we worked with the entropy-based algorithm information gain 7 . We used the feature groups (defined in Section 3.3) to perform a more detailed evaluation, based in the average rank of the features when ordered decreasingly according to information gain. The results are presented in Table 2 , which corroborated to our previous observation that classical formulas have a great relevance in English but not in Portuguese, while textual descriptors presented a good classificatory power in both languages. Another noticeable pattern was that in both languages shallow features outperformed deep ones.
It was observed that most of the training corpora, in both studied languages, exhibited a large quantity of shallow attributes (e.g. basic counts) and readability formulas amongst the most predictive. Shallow attributes are indeed known to be good indicators, being this the reason for the creation of the classical formulas. However, this was especially observed in the corpora built trough manual simplification of text content (ESCO, PSFL, ZH, SW and BB), what supports McNamara et al. (2002) claims of the excessive influence of these metrics in authors of simple texts. Another possible interpretation, contrasting English and Portuguese corpora, is that the classical formulas, having been created focusing on the former, are good classifiers for it, but in Portuguese present a poorer performance. A noticeable exception to this behaviour was the pair of corpora Wikilivros and Wikibooks, which did not present almost any shallow metric amongst the twenty more relevant. This may be attributed to the collaborative approach adopted by the websites which gave origin to these corpora, resulting in a classification produced by regular users, who may consider other factors besides the language complexity in their assessments, such as the nature of the content. The great relevance of simple word lists in classifying Wikibooks also indicates the attention of users to the vocabulary. Therefore, the use of these corpora to train readability classifiers may lead to over-fitting on not necessarily relevant textual characteristics. Another factor to be considered in these corpora is that they present closer classes with fuzzy borders (more advanced High School texts and simpler College texts, for example, may be very similar), what may indicate that deep attributes are relevant to a more accurate classification.
Model performance analysis
We trained classifiers (discussed in Section 3.2), and the linear logistic regression algorithm, SimpleLogistic, presented, overall, the best results for both languages, possibly due to its built-in feature selection (Table 3 presents the F-measures for this algorithm 8 ). The DecisionStump algorithm, which constructs a one-level decision tree with the most significant feature, offered an interesting baseline, achieving good results in some corpora, but not necessarily generalisable. The algorithms RandomForest, which constructs a forest of complete decision trees, and SMO, also achieved good results. As expected, the intermediary classes were always the most difficult to classify correctly, but still presented reasonable performance. Comparing the tests with the two versions of the ZH corpus, a great negative impact in performance was observed when considering three classes. Comparing shallow and deep attributes, we observed that the former tend to present a good classificatory power with a low computational cost but, in five out of eight scenarios, the performance was enhanced with the combination of both categories, confirming the results of François and Miltsakaki (2012) that shallow attributes are great indicators of readability while the combination with deeper attributes is positive, and also our hypothesis H2. 
Generalisation analysis
An important concern when training a classification model is how much this model will be able to be generalized beyond the training data. This is especially relevant in this context, where the training data are, by definition, very limited in volume, while the quantity of data we want to classify is very large. Initially, we analysed the compatibility between the different models. Using the lists of features ordered by information gain obtained in Section 4.1, we assessed the Spearman rank correlation between the different corpora. These results were very weak, indicating very little similarity between them. The closest corpora were Wikilivros and ZH, with a correlation of 0.62. In a complementary analysis, we implemented projection tests, testing in a corpus a simple logistic model trained in another, in all possible combinations of our corpora in Portuguese 9 . For this tests, we worked with models trained in the binary versions of all corpora. The results indicted once again little agreement between the models, but were coherent with their individual characteristics. For example, classifiers trained in corpora with a higher complexity threshold between the classes (Wikilivros and ZH) classified most documents of corpora for children/teenagers (PSFL, BrEscola) as simple, and vice versa.
The only exception for this behaviour was the projection of the model trained in BrEscola onto Wikilivros, which presented null performance in the upper level, opposed to the expected. Considering the weak agreement observed between the different models, we decided to employ the agreement between all of them in order to obtain a more generalisable classification (Enríquez et al., 2013) .
Web corpus collection
Following the framework established in Section 3.4, we started with six thousand random pairs of average frequency words from a frequency list 10 obtained from several corpora from the Linguateca repository, after the removal of stopwords. These pairs were submitted to the Microsoft Bing API, and the resultant sixty thousand URLs were expanded by breadth first recursion in two levels, producing around twenty four million seeds of ".br" extension, as in Boos et al. (2014) . These were then processed, resulting in corpus with 1.56 billion tokens, 4.15 million types (TTR 0.0026). All the documents were annotated with Palavras parser and the 134 different features described in Section 3.1.
Large corpus classification
In this section, we present the results of the classification of the collected Web corpus with the learning models trained in Section 4.2. We chose to apply here the models generated with the SimpleLogistic algorithm, since, besides having presented a better performance, they are easily implementable through a series of regression equations operating with the attribute values calculated by the last module of our pipeline. We work with the models trained in the whole set of attributes, and only those trained in two class scenarios, given the performance limitations observed in three class classifiers. The results are presented in Table 4 , and as we already expected, considering the projection tests, the agreement between our models was small. Only 126,245 (7.5%) documents were classified as simple by all models, while only 17,634 (1%) were unanimously difficult. Discarding the BrEscola classifier, the remaining three agreed in 210,879 (12.5%) as simple and 149,279 (8.8%) as difficult 11 . This classifier presented an unexpected behaviour, since, considering its low complexity threshold (texts for children against texts for teenagers), we expected most documents to be classified as difficult. Moreover, it had already presented the poorest performance in the cross-validation tests in Section 4.2 and an unexpected behaviour in the projection tests in Section 4.3.
Model
Simple Due to the size of the resulting corpus a qualitative analysis of the classification was done in terms of the behaviour of the different readability indicator features in the corpus classified with the different models presented in Table 4 . Additionally we also analysed the agreement between all models. For that, all feature values were normalized to enable the comparison per feature category, as seen in Table 5 . We also show the differences observed in the PSFL training data, for reference purposes. This corpus was selected due to its performance in the cross-validation tests, and because produced the most balanced document distribution. All classifiers resulted in significant differences between simple and complex documents in all categories of features (114 out of the 134 features presented statistically significant differences in all models with p<0.01, and 121 with p<0.05), confirming our hypothesis H1. It is important to note that, even though these indicators were part of our initial set of features, they were not necessarily the ones on which the model was trained, since only 10 features were selected by the simple logistic built-in feature selection. While in the individual models, the differences between the final classes were, more subtle than in the training data, considering the agreement between all classifiers, the observed differences were consistently larger. This result indicates that using more than one model can be a relevant approach for Web content classification, offering a more strict classification, less prone to over-fitting to the characteristics of a given corpus, especially considering the frequent small size of the available readability-annotated training data. 
Conclusion
In this work, we presented a comparative study of different machine learning approaches to the task of readability assessment of texts in Portuguese and English, working with a framework for automatic generation of large corpora classified by readability from the Web. We observed that, as previously found in the literature for English (François and Miltsakaki, 2012) , shallow, low computational cost features present a very good classificatory performance, although the complete set including deeper features outperforms them in most cases, validating our hypothesis (H2), that complex text attributes contribute to the classification according to readability levels in Portuguese. Nonetheless, in a comparison with English, we observed that classical formulas, based in these shallow features, tend to present more relevance in that language, which is explainable since they were developed focusing on its characteristics. The logistic regression presented the best classification results overall, although there was a great performance difference between classifiers for two and three levels, especially when it comes to the intermediary class, showing the difficulty of this task in a non-binary context. Finally, regarding the generalization of the classifiers, there was disagreement between the models trained in different reference corpora, reflecting the connection between the model training and the desired classification in the final corpus. We applied the proposed methodology and the generated models in a large scale, observing significant differences between the classes in the collected Web corpus, for several indicators of readability. These differences were even greater when we considered only the documents in which three different models agreed in the classification, demonstrating the benefits of applying multiple models simultaneously to improve text classification (this will also contribute for the next phase of the project, a manual assessment by linguists). This confirmed our hypothesis (H1) that a learning model trained in a reference annotated corpus is capable of classifying a new corpus satisfactorily. The contributions of this work also include the large Web corpus produced and classified by four different learning models with different characteristics, which can contribute to further studies. As future work, new analysis must be done over the characteristics of the different documents classes in the classified corpus, including the manual sample assessment by linguists and a more fine-grained assessment of documents. Moreover, this approach can be straightforwardly expanded to develop large readability corpora for other languages.
